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The purpose of this study was to investigate the distribution of adipose connective tissue in Bulgarian
females with T2DM. Subjects: 120 women suffering from T2DM, with age range 61-80 years. Control
group: 40 Bulgarian women at the same age range. Measured parameters: height, weight, 9 skinfolds
(sf) - sfTriceps, sfBiceps brachii, sfForearm, sfSubscapular, sfXrib, sfAbdomen, sfSuprailiaca, sfThigh,
and sfCalf; Bioelectrical Impedance analysis - % body fat tissue and visceral fat tissue. Calculated indexes:
BMI, ratio sfTrunk/sfLimbs, ratio skin folds upper half of body/skin folds lower half of body, fat mass
and subcutaneous fat mass. Statistically significant differences were found between the means of weight,
sfTriceps, sfSuprailiaca, sfAbdomen, sfThigh, sfCalf and subcutaneous fat mass between the diabetic and
healthy women. In diabetic females aged 61-80 years the model of subcutaneous adipose tissue distribution
was mostly in the upper torso region and less in the limbs. In controls the accumulation of adipose tissue
was mostly in the limbs and in the lower part of the body.
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Introduction
In the recent years, Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is gaining more signs of social
problem due to the rapidly growing number of people affected by the disease worldwide [13]. The number of diabetes mellitus patients in Europe is expected to increase
from 52 millions in 2014 to 68.9 millions by 2035, mostly due to increases in overweight and obesity, unhealthy diet and physical inactivity, according to the International
Diabetes Federation. Across Europe, around 1 in 11 adults is affected and this number
is set to rise as the population ages. It’s about 10.3% of men and 9.6% of women aged
25 years and over. In Bulgaria around 8-9% of the population suffers from the disease.
The most researchers are interested in etiology, pathogenesis, clinical course and
treatment of the disease. The anthropological status of diabetic patients enjoys little attention. The fat accumulation in the body of diabetic patients occurs primarily in two locations: in the abdomen (central, abdominal, visceral) and subcutaneously (peripheral).
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